Introduction
The importance of electron-nucleus correlation in molecular systems has triggered the introduction of explicitly correlated basis functions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] in non-Born-Oppenheimer methods. However, the attempts to quantify electronnucleus correlation energy in molecular systems are rather scarce, with a few notable exceptions [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . At variance with these works, we define the electron-nucleus correlation energy by analogy with the quantum chemical definition of the electronic correlation energy, as the difference between the exact energy of a molecular state and its best approximate as a direct product wave function. Both electron and nucleus wave functions are general wave functions of full configuration interaction (CI) type, that is to say, they include electronic correlation and nuclear motion correlation, respectively. However, in contrast to the BornOppenheimer or adiabatic approaches, the electronic wave function does not depend parametrically upon nuclear variables, so that there is no built-in electron-nucleus correlation already accounted for in the direct product ansatz.
We show on the dihydrogen isotopologue example, that electron-nucleus correlation is quantitatively less important than electronic correlation, the heavier an homonuclear isotopologue is, the larger the difference will be. In fact, electron-nucleus correlation is found roughly proportional to the vibrational energy of the molecular state. Our interpretation is that the heavier the isotopologue is, the less its vibrational energy and vibrational amplitude are, the closer the system approaches to the clamped nuclei limit, the better the validity of the direct product approximation will be.
The article is organized as follows: We first define formally electron-nucleus correlation explaining the rationale behind it. Then, we briefly recall the theory of the electron-nucleus mean field configuration interaction (EN-MFCI) method [27] , which allows one to compute this quantity, since it encompasses as particular cases the best electron-nucleus direct product wave function ansatz and the exact full CI electron-nucleus ansatz for a given finite basis set. As an illustration, the calculated electronnucleus and electronic correlation energies are compared quantitatively for dihydrogen isotopologues. Besides, the distinction between "electron-nucleus correlation" and "electron-nucleus/phonon coupling" is briefly commented in "Appendix 1," whereas complements to interpret our results toward the clamped nuclei limit are provided in "Appendix 2."
Electron-nucleus correlation energy
In probability theory, two events "A" and "B" are said independent, that is to say, "uncorrelated," if and only if the probability of observing A and B is the product of the probability of observing A by the probability of observing B:
p(A ∧ B) = p(A) · p(B).
According to the Born interpretation of quantum mechanics, the square of the normalized wave function of a quantum system, |ψ(r)| 2 := p(r) is the probability density of observing the system at configuration point r. Putting these two elements together, we see that a Hartree product wave function for a bipartite quantum system, ψ H (r 1 , r 2 ) = ψ 1 (r 1 )ψ 2 (r 2 ) is uncorrelated in the probabilistic sense, since |ψ H (r 1 , r 2 )| 2 = |ψ 1 (r 1 )| 2 |ψ 2 (r 2 )| 2 .
The situation is somewhat less simple for a Fermionic system such as the electrons of a molecular system. A Slater determinant type of wave function, ψ S (r 1 , r 2 ) = ψ 1 (r 1 )ψ 2 (r 2 )−ψ 1 (r 2 )ψ 2 (r 1 ) √ 2
, which is the Fermionic equivalent of a Hartree product of distinguishable particles, has already some built-in correlation, as in general, one has |ψ S (r 1 , r 2 )| 2 � = |ψ 1 (r 1 )| 2 |ψ 2 (r 2 )| 2 . However, this correlation in the probabilistic sense is just Pauli spin statistic correlation, as can be inferred from the wedge product notation ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 of the same Slater determinantal wave function, where antisymmetry is built-in. So, in the Fermionic case, the "uncorrelated" reference is still chosen to be the Slater determinant ansatz, and in quantum chemistry the electronic correlation energy (at a given molecular geometry) is defined as the difference between the electronic full configuration interaction (E-FCI) energy and the lowest energy achievable with a Slater determinantal function, Min ψ S �ψ S |H|ψ S �, that is to say, the Hartree-Fock (HF) energy (disregarding symmetry considerations):
Considering now a molecular system composed of a set of electrons, with position and spin variables collectively denoted by R e and a set of nuclei, with position and spin variables collectively denoted by R n , the reference
wave function for the whole system in the absence of correlation between electrons and nuclei will be an Hartree product, since both sets, electrons and nuclei are clearly distinguishable. Note that such a product can be regarded mathematically as a tensor product, ψ H = ψ n ⊗ ψ e . Then, it is natural to define the electron-nucleus correlation energy, by analogy with Eq. (1), as that is to say, as the difference between the electron-nuclear full configuration interaction (EN-FCI) energy and the lowest energy achievable with a Hartree product of the form given by Eq. (2). Let us emphasize that both the electronic, ψ e , and nuclear, ψ n , wave functions are completely general functions of the electronic and nuclear Hilbert spaces, respectively. That is to say, they are what would be called FCI-type wave functions in a finite basis set context: ψ e fully accounts for the correlation of the electrons in the mean field of ψ n . Conversely, ψ n fully accounts for nuclear motion correlation in the mean field of ψ e . The fact that our reference "uncorrelated" EN-wave function is the direct product of two FCI-type wave functions, is not in contradiction with our claim of generalizing the electronic correlation definition. Indeed, HF-optimized orbitals can also be regarded as "FCI" solutions of a one-particle mean field problem at every step of the self-consistent field (SCF) process.
The fundamental difference with respect to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) ansatz [28] , or to the generator coordinate approach (see Ref. [29] and therein), is that the electronic wave function ψ e in ψ H does not depend parametrically upon the nuclear coordinates. Algebraically, the "electronic" factor of a Born-Oppenheimer type wave function ψ BO (R n , R e ) = ψ n (R n )ψ e (R n , R e ) can always be decomposed as ψ e (R n , R e ) = i ψ i 1 (R n ) ⊗ ψ i 2 (R e ) , and the "nuclear" factor acts multiplicatively as an operator on the first component:
The difference with the Hartree product is clear: the expansion is not limited to a single term. So, there will be, in general, some built-in electron-nucleus correlation. As a matter of fact, we know [30] that in general, |ψ e (R n , R e )| 2 � = |ψ 1 (R n )| 2 |ψ 2 (R e )| 2 . Moreover, minimizing the energy of such a BO-type wave function would give nothing else but the EN-FCI result, E EN−FCI = Min ψ BO �ψ BO |H|ψ BO �, since the EN-FCI wave function can always be expressed in this form [31, 32] .
Our reference wave function is clearly different from the NOMO-HF (nuclear orbital molecular orbital
Hartree-Fock) aka NEO-HF (nuclear-electronic orbital Hartree-Fock) aka MCMO-HF (multicomponent molecular orbital Hartree-Fock) aka APMO-HF (Any-Particle Molecular orbital Hartree-Fock) reference wave function used in previous electron-nucleus correlation energies calculations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] (unless the system consists of only a single electron and a single nuclear degree-of-freedom), because ours fully includes the electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus correlations. (We define the nucleusnucleus correlation energy as the difference between the nuclear FCI energy and the minimal energy achievable with a tensor product of one-nuclear-degree-of-freedom wave functions). However, the electron-nucleus correlation energies calculated within the MP2-perturbative framework are independent from electron-electron or nucleus-nucleus correlations [33] , so they should be comparable with ours. The order of magnitude found in [18, 21] is compatible with that obtained from our definition in Sect. 4 . In contrast, the order of magnitude of electron-nucleus correlation energies reported in [15] are about three times larger. In fact, this discrepancy was due to contamination by translations and rotations, as can be seen from Table 3 of Ref. [19] or Table 2 of Ref. [20] .
Electron-nucleus correlation energies have also been defined in the context of multicomponent density functional theory (MCDFT) [22, 23] . Starting with a NOMO-HF reference wavefunction, Colle-Salvetti-type electronnucleus correlation energy functional have been proposed [25, 26] . Or, using approximate electron-nucleus pair densities, obtained from explicitly correlated NEO wave functions, electron-nucleus correlation energy functionals have been defined by subtracting the classical part of the electron-nucleus Coulomb energy [24] . However, it is difficult to relate these definitions to our electron-nucleus correlation energy. For example, in [26] , the electronnucleus correlation energy for H 2 seems to be almost one order of magnitude larger than ours.
Let us mention that, in the same way as the HF wave function can be a bad reference wave function for some electronic systems (typically, systems exhibiting strong "static" correlation), the best Hartree product wave function, Eq. (2), can be inappropriate to describe correctly some situations, for example when two electronic states are degenerate at a conical intersection of BO surfaces, or in a double-well situation [16] .
As we shall see in the next section, the wave function achieving the lowest Hartree product energy is the solution of the EN-MFCI method [27] iterated until self-consistency is achieved, when FCI is used to solve both the electronic and the nuclear motion effective Hamiltonians.
The electron-nucleus mean field configuration interaction (EN-MFCI) method
Let us consider a molecular system made of p electrons and N nuclei of masses (m 1 , . . . , m N ) and charges (Z 1 , . . . , Z N ). The total nuclear mass will be denoted by
, r e 2 , . . . , r e p ) denote the electronic position variables and (r n 1 , r n 2 , . . . , r n N ) the nuclear position variables. Let us choose the center of nuclear mass as origin, to separate off the center-of-mass motion. This choice is convenient because the nuclear and electronic kinetic energy operators remain uncoupled [34] in this frame, however the EN-MFCI method could be presented in a more general setting. So, the nuclear position is transformed by a non-singular, linear mapping L to 
The above formula can be inverted so that
a being the (3 × 3N) submatrix of L −1 corresponding to nucleus a. For the case, assumed here, of a center of nuclear mass kept fixed at the origin, we may write somewhat abusively, r n a =L −1 a Q, (that is to say, we use the same notation for the operators L −1 a and for their restriction to the space of translation-free coordinates).
The molecular translation-free Coulomb Hamiltonian (in atomic units) can be decomposed into three parts: A purely electronic Hamiltonian
is the reduced mass of the electron, and the last term is the so-called non-diagonal mass polarization term; a purely nuclear Hamiltonian,
; and an electronnucleus interaction term, An EN-MFCI iteration step consists in solving the eigenvalue problem for either an electronic mean field Hamiltonian of the form, where �|� Q means that integration is carried out only for nuclear coordinates, (so, �φ(Q)|Ĥ(Q)|φ(Q)� Q is just a constant), or for a nuclear motion mean field Hamiltonian of the form, where �|� R e means that integration is carried out for electronic coordinates only (so, �φ(R e )|Ĥ(R e )|φ(R e )� R e is just a constant).
The electron-nucleus self-consistent field configuration interaction (EN-SCFCI) method consists in performing alternatively EN-MFCI iterations for electronic and nuclear motion degrees-of-freedom (dof's) using the ground state solution of the previous step, φ (n−1) 0 , to build the mean field correction of the current iteration. The solution of step n provides a new approximate ground state φ (n) 0 which in turn can be used for step n + 1, and so on . . . For example, if one starts at step 0 by solving an electronic problem with a given approximate nuclear motion wave function φ (0) 0 (Q) , at even iteration numbers the electronic Hamiltonian will be:
and at odd iteration numbers the nuclear Hamiltonian will be Setting H tot =Ĥ(Q) +Ĥ(R e ) +Ĥ(R e , Q), we have: , then the variational principle implies that,
hence Therefore, for a total Hamiltonian bounded from below, such as the translation-free Coulomb Hamiltonian [35] , the process ought to converge. Unless it gets stuck in another possible stationary solution, we may expect it to converge to the wave function achieving the lowest possible total energy of the variational space:
That is to say, the best wave function of the Hartree product form given in Eq. (2), whose energy expectation value is required to compute the correlation energy of Eq. (3).
When finite electronic and nuclear basis sets are used, after an arbitrary number, say n, of EN-MFCI iterations (from n equal zero to the number of iterations achieving SCF convergence within a chosen tolerance threshold), it is possible within the EN-MFCI framework to contract the electronic and nuclear dof's, that is to say, to perform an electron-nucleus configuration interaction (EN-CI) calculation. If all product functions {φ 2l i φ 2k+1 j } (i,j) are constructed from the eigensolutions of any arbitrary steps (but of different parity, of course), say {φ 2l i } i , and {φ 2k+1 j } j , and used for an EN-CI calculation, then one will obtain the EN-FCI solution, whose expectation value, E EN−FCI = �ψ EN−FCI |H|ψ EN−FCI �, is also required to compute Eq. (3).
The EN-MFCI method has been implemented for diatomics in the code BDF [36] [37] [38] [39] , which has been employed for the calculations reported in the next section.
Correlation energy: comparison on dihydrogen isotopologues
In the case of diatomic molecules, the rotational motion of the molecule as a whole can be exactly factored out of the nuclear Hamiltonian. So, the nuclear motion problem is reduced to a one-dimensional, vibrational equation, and there is no intra-nuclear motion correlation.
As case-examples, we consider the dihydrogen isotopologues, for which EN-FCI can be carried out. Basis functions have to be chosen carefully for both nuclear and electronic dof's. For the vibrational dof, we use Kratzer potential eigenfunctions [40, 41] with quantum number less than a given parameter N kra − 1, as in our previous study [27] . This choice is suitable for a bond stretching vibration and gives non-divergent Coulomb integrals. For the electronic basis set, care must be taken that the
usual orbital basis sets found in all quantum chemistry packages are designed for BO-type calculations and are not suitable to represent smeared electron densities, see Fig. 1 . In fact, no matter how large a selected cc-pVnZ basis set is (i.e., no matter how large n is within available values), the fundamental vibrational frequency for H 2 comes out a factor 2 or more too large. This problem is fixed by spreading the most concentrated orbitals along the vibrational axis on both sides of the nuclei. It is not necessary to spread more diffuse orbitals which have a radii wider than the vibrational displacements. The fact that valence electrons are much less correlated to nuclear motion than core electrons was reported in [15] .
More precisely, the same Kratzer potential as in our previous work [27] (equilibrium distance r e = 1.40036324 a.u. and dissociation constant D e = 0.364955 Ha) is used. The vibrational basis set for a given isotopologue is constituted by the 16 lowest eigenfunctions of the model Hamiltonian made of this potential and a kinetic term with the reduced mass of the isotopologue considered. Regarding the electronic orbital basis sets, two cc-pV5Z of H-atom orbital basis sets [42] are located apart from each other at the distance r e = 1.40036324 a.u. used for the Kratzer potential. Additional off-centered orbital sets made of two 1s orbitals: the contracted 1s-orbital of the cc-pV5Z H-basis plus an uncontracted s-orbital with exponent 0.0448780, are spread along the nuclear axis. For homonuclear isotopologues, the same positions as in our previous study are used for the off-centered orbital sets, that is to say, the interval between two adjacent centers is 0.08 a.u. for H-nuclei and 0.07 a.u. for D-and T-nuclei [27] . For heteronuclear isotopologues, similar basis sets are used, except that the one (HD and DT) or two (HT) outermost off-centered pairs of orbital sets around the heaviest nucleus are suppressed and in compensation, one or two extra pairs of orbital sets are added to the lightest nucleus. So, in the homonuclear case, the electronic basis sets that were denoted: [cc-pV5Z + 16 (2s)] in our previous study [27] are denoted [cc-pV5Z + 8 (2s) + 8 (2s)] in this paper, while the HD and DT basis sets are noted [ccpV5Z + 10 (2s) + 6 (2s)], and the HT basis set is denoted by [cc-pV5Z + 12 (2s) + 4 (2s)]. This use of different basis sets is justified because in the center-of-nuclear-mass frame, the amplitude of the vibrational motion of the light nucleus is more important than that of the heavy nucleus. Concretely, the absolute value of the coefficient of the unique vibrational coordinate Q in the sum over nuclei of Eq. (11) is two (respectively three) times smaller for D (respectively for T) than for H, in HD (respectively HT) see last line of Eq. (14) in [27] . So, for a given vibrational amplitude, (typically Q max ≈ n+ 1 2 µω in the harmonic approximation, where n is vibrational quantum number, µ the reduced mass, ω the angular frequency), the heavy nucleus deviates from its reference position along the internuclear axis two or three times less than the H nucleus, in HD and HT, respectively. (For DT the ratio is two to three). In HT, to reduce the linear dependencies introduced by the 12 sets of off-centered orbitals on the H-side, a larger stepsize of 0.09 au between adjacent sets has been used. The chosen basis sets are not optimal to minimize ground state (GS) energies but they constitue good compromises to obtain ground and first excited states with similar accuracy, and get reasonably accurate first transition energies. The convergence of EN-FCI energies with basis sets has been assessed in our previous publication [27] on homonuclear isotopologues. The comparison with explicitly correlated Gaussian reference calculations in Tables 1 and 2 shows a reasonable discrepancy of the order of 2 mhartree for both homo-and heteronuclear isotopologues. Therefore, convergence has not been reassessed for the heteronuclear isotopologues in the present study.
In addition to the electron-nucleus correlation energy, Eq. (3), we define the following interesting quantity, which we will call the electron-electron correlation energy:
where
HF ), is the EN-SCFCI optimized energy when electronic calculations are performed at the E-FCI (resp. HF) level of theory. It differs from the usual electron correlation energy, E el correl , defined in Eq. (1)
HF , Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the smeared electronic density in H 2 . The electronic density at the equilibrium distance, Q 0 (blue ring), is convoluted with the vibrational motion. When the molecule contracts or extends itself, the electronic density is displaced accordingly (dashed red and green rings) . So the fixed electronic orbital basis set must be able to represent a smeared density (hatched purple ellipse) because, at convergence of the electron-nucleus SCF process, the electron-nucleus potential is not the same for the E-FCI and the HF calculations. However, as seen from Tables 1 and 2 , which show the convergence of the EN-SCFCI iterative process for, respectively, the homonuclear and heteronuclear isotopologues of dihydrogen, the energy lowering due to the SCF process is very similar for both E-FCI and HF calculations. So, E EE correl is in fact very close to what would be E el correl calculated at any step. Furthermore, any other choice for defining this quantity, for example using Eq. (1) evaluated at step 0 or at convergence for a fixed type of EN-SCFCI calculation, would be more arbitrary, and less physically relevant. We also provide in the last line of Tables 1 and 2 the EN-FCI energies, which permit to compute the E EN correl values displayed in Table 3 . The electron-electron correlation energy, also reported in Table 3 , is only marginally sensitive to isotopic substitution, the largest difference between T 2 and H 2 being only of less than 40 µ hartrees. This is not surprising since the two-electron operator responsible for electronic correlation is the same for all isotopologues. Note that the non-diagonal mass polarization term appearing in the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) has been neglected in all calculations. So differences between isotopologues is an indirect effect arising from one-electron operators: the electronic kinetic operator which depends upon electron reduced mass, and the electron-nuclear attraction which depends upon the approximate fundamental vibrational function. The two effects should go in the same direction: the lighter the isotopologues, the smaller the reduced mass, the larger the electronic kinetic energy operator (which is positive), and at the same time, the more smeared the one-electron Coulomb potential, the less negative the electron-nuclear attraction. However, in fact, the electron reduced mass effect is negligible, and the two one-electron contributions vary in opposite directions: the electron-nuclear Coulomb potential being smeared, the electron density is less concentrated in the close neighborhood of the nuclei where the electronic kinetic energy is the largest. So the electronnuclear attraction is less negative as the mass is lighter and the electronic kinetic energy is less positive at the same time. The electron-electron repulsion also benefits from the less concentrated electron density and is less positive for lighter isotopologues. Similar observations were made by Aguirre et al. on [He-H-He] + and isotopologues [43] . However, these effects are observed at both the HF and FCI levels. The electronic correlation energy results from the difference between these effects at the two levels of calculation. As in the clamped nuclei at equilibrium geometry calculation, the signs of the one-electron contributions to the electronic correlation energy are preserved, that is to say, the electron-nuclear attraction gives a negative contribution while the kinetic energy a positive one. The electron-electron repulsion contribution remains negative and is the largest of the three. However, it is almost unsensitive to nuclear mass. The absolute value of the sum of the three contributions diminishes as nuclear mass increases, showing that the electron-nuclear attraction effect is dominant, but it is a very small isotopic effect as already noted.
The lowering of energy due to the EN-SCFCI process can be computed from Tables 1 and 2 . It depends of course upon the guess vibrational function used for step 0. For the Kratzer GS eigenfunction used in this study, it is one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding electron-electron correlation energy. Yet, it is not negligible. The electron-nucleus correlation energy is more than a factor two larger. Both quantities have a much more significant variation with isotopic masses than the electron-electron correlation energy. These variations are roughly parallel to those of the fundamental transition wave numbers or the BO zero point energies, also provided in Table 3 .
As depicted in Fig. 2 , where the masses of fictitious hydrogen-like nuclei are varied, the quantity E EN correl behaves as
. This is explained by the fact that the ground state vibrational function approaches a Dirac delta distribution centered at the minimum of the potential energy curve (PEC) (see Appendix B). Therefore, the electronic effective Hamiltonian reduces to the clamped nuclei Hamiltonian at precisely this geometry [27] . The
-behavior is dictated by the rate of convergence of the GS energy when nuclear masses go to infinity, which, for a Kratzer PEC can be shown to converge to the minimum of the The TR 0F − NOMO/MP2 EN-values of Ref. [19] and the Trans(-)Rot(-)-MCMO/FCI EN-values of Ref. [20] are provided, when available. For HD, the proton and deuteron correlation energies of Ref. [20] are given one on the top of the other one. The clamped nuclei EE absolute value is 0.040638 hartree. The BO ZPE correction in hartrees and the EN-FCI fundamental transition wave number (in cm −1 ) between the ground and first excited states are also provided . The equilibrium distance corresponding to the minimum of the effective potential for nuclear motion might be shifted from that of the initial Kratzer PEC. However, at the clamped nuclei limit, the energy level will go down to this minimum and the total wave function will reduce to a Hartree product of the clamped nuclei electronic eigenfunction with a nuclear Dirac distribution. Consequently, the electron-nucleus correlation energy will be zero according to our definition.
Let us recall that the MF PEC is expected to have actually a deeper minimum than the BO PEC [3, 27] , because the former is only accurate in the vicinity of the reference geometry chosen for the electronic calculation, which is usually close to the BO equilibrium geometry. So, the closer to the limit of the clamped nuclei at this reference geometry, the more effective the EN-mean field approach. Note, by the way, that the number of iterations necessary for the EN-SCFCI process to converge, decreases with increasing nuclear mass, e.g., for M = 100 amu only 3 iterations and for M = 1000 only 1 iteration were necessary.
In comparing our E EN correl results with those reported by other groups in Table 3 , care must be taken that the "uncorrelated" reference functions are not exactly the same, that the nuclear motion coordinates and basis sets are different and that the correlation treatment can also be different (case of Ref. [19] ). Our E EN correl absolute values are about 50% larger than the NOMO-MP2 values reported by Nakai [19] after approximate removal of translations and rotations. Their electronic correlation absolute values, in the order of 0.032 hartree, are also smaller than ours. This is partly explained by the smaller size of the basis sets (electronic and nuclear) used in the NOMO calculations and partly by the level of correlation treatment. If we tranfer the coupled-cluster BD-MP2 differences found in [15] without translation and rotation removal, to the NOMO-MP2 results with translation and rotation removal of [19] , we recover almost all the discrepancy.
Conversely, the E EN correl absolute values obtained for H 2 and D 2 by the MCMO-Full CI method with a [5s2p1d] electronic basis set and a [1s1p1d] Gaussian-Type function nuclear basis set are about twice too large [20] . The electronic correlation absolute values are in the order of 0.038 hartree. Clearly, larger basis sets enable one to recover more correlation energies. However, we suspect that the factor 2 differences between our results and those of ref. [20] is due to the fact that the correlated motion of the nuclei is counted twice in the latter work, despite the elimination of translations and rotations. This is supported by the case of HD: if added, the proton and deuteron-nucleus E EN correl values give an electron-nucleus correlation energy twice too large. In contrast, their mean value is very close to our result. Finally, we have studied the evolution of E EE correl and E EN correl with rotational excitation for the H 2 main isotopologue, see Table 4 . Our previous work has shown that our calculated rotational frequencies were reasonably accurate up to, at least, J = 14 [27] . Here, we observe that |E EN correl | slightly decreases with J whereas |E EE correl | slightly increases. The relative variation of |E EN correl | between J = 0 and J = 14 of about 3.6% closely follows the decrease in the EN-FCI energy absolute value of about 4.2%. The proportion of electron-nucleus correlation within the total energy is just slightly increasing with rotational excitation. The absolute variation of |E EE correl | between the two extreme, reported values appears to be one order of magnitude larger than that of |E EN correl |, but the relative variation is actually a bit smaller: about 2.5%. The calculations were performed by adding the rotational term
where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, and neglecting the terms depending upon the electronic angular momentum in the Hamiltonian of a diatomic [51] . Since this term only depends upon the nuclear coordinate, it gives only a constant in the electronic effective Hamiltonian after averaging over the vibrational GS wave function. So, it cannot explain the observed variations in a direct manner. However, as J increases, the nuclear effective potential becomes higher and flatter due to the rotational term. As a result, the number of bound "vibrational" states decreases [9] and the vibrational GS wave function used to obtain the electronic effective Hamiltonian, corresponds to a lower frequency and larger amplitude motion. So, the Coulomb nuclear attraction becomes smeared on a larger extend along the internuclear axis. Accordingly, the electronic density is more spread out, and because of the shape of the nuclear potential, it is particularly spread out toward the larger internuclear distances. In other words, there is a centrifugal distorsion of the electronic density. This is actually observed in the dominant weights of the HFoptimized orbitals. For J = 0, the occupied HF orbital is dominated by the first 1s atomic orbital (AO) of the ccpV5Z basis sets located on both H-nuclei, whereas for J = 14, it is dominated by the same 1s AO but located on the ghost atoms at +0.08 au from the H-nuclei in the outside direction. In the electronic MRCI calculation, the weight of the HF-determinant decreases while that of some excited configuration state functions (in particular, the double excitations of the occupied HF orbital toward the second and fourth canonical virtuals, and toward the fourth canonical virtual alone) progresses as J increases. As a matter of fact, it is more difficult to account for the smeared interaction with the HF-determinant alone. This explains the larger difference between the FCI electronic energy and the HF energy, that is to say, the increase of |E EE correl | with J.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a definition of electronnucleus correlation energy inspired from the quantum chemical definition of electronic correlation. In contrast with previous works [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , our "electron-nucleus uncorrelated" reference wave function is a Hartree product of FCI-type wave functions. So, electron-electron correlations as well as nuclear motion correlations are properly eliminated at any level of post-Hartree product electron-nucleus calculations. In addition, the use of internal coordinates for nuclear motion prevents contamination from translational and rotational motions. Because our definition is indeed an adaptation of that of the electronic correlation energy, it affords to study in a similar fashion the convergence properties of any EN-correlated method such as perturbation, Coupled-cluster, CI . . . For method X leading to an EN-wave function ψ X the ENcorrelation energy recovered will be
The difficulty is to obtain the exact Min ψ H �ψ H |H|ψ H � energy by an EN-SCFCI process with FCI-type of electronic and nuclear wave functions. But it is an issue of the same nature as that of obtaining the HF energy at the complete basis set limit in electronic energy correlation computation.
We have shown that the EN-MFCI method was the appropriate method to calculate the lowest electronnucleus correlation-free energy. In ref. [15] , it was found at the NOMO coupled-cluster level that reoptimization of the one-particle functions was necessary to account correctly for electron-nucleus correlation. However, this sensitivity to the choice of one-particle functions can be bypassed for small enough systems, by using the EN-FCI wave function. Then, the exact electron-nucleus correlation energy within a given one-particle basis set can be evaluated.
Numerical applications to the dihydrogen isotopologues have shown that it is a significant quantity even for the heaviest isotopologue, T 2 . However, it decreases significantly with nuclear mass unlike electronic correlation energy which is almost constant. For T 2 , it is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the electronic correlation energy. It is expected to increase with nuclear charge for heavier atoms than hydrogen, but then, the number of electrons and the electronic correlation energy will increase accordingly. It is only marginally dependent upon rotational excitation.
The fact that electronic correlation is quantitatively dominant over other types of correlation energy is not really surprising, since the electronic energy itself dominates the total molecular energy. This is not to say that electron-nucleus correlation is negligible: it is very important, in particular when considering properties relying on the correctness of the wave function far from the reference geometry used to derive the electronic basis set. However, this raises the question of the best strategy to approximate total molecular wave functions when explicitly correlated method is not tractable. Should one approximate electron-nucleus correlation as done implicitly by using the Born-Oppenheimer ansatz, and then try to approximate electronic correlation by some post-Hartree-Fock method within the BO framework? Our results suggest a less conventional strategy. Since the electronic correlation energy is the largest quantity, one should attempt to recover it first. Then, one would deal with the electron-nucleus correlation energy. This is precisely the spirit of the EN-MFCI approach. 
